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Abstract

This paper sought to look at the mathematics teachers’ effort to shift from the traditional teacher-centered classroom instruction to a democratic student-centred classroom. Three research questions provided direction for the study. Four mathematics teachers participated in a qualitative case study research in a community of practice approach. They taught mathematics in two secondary schools for a period of 2 years. During this period, Six Senior secondary two students volunteered to participate in three focus group discussions on the effectiveness of the mathematics teacher’s effort to shift from the traditional teacher-centred pedagogy to the student-centred approach. Classroom observations focus groups interviews and reflective interview were used as means of collecting data for the study. The findings of the study suggest that, the mathematics teachers had initial challenges shifting their traditional teacher-centred classrooms instruction to a more student-centred pedagogy. The findings also suggested that certain characteristics of the traditional teacher-centered classroom instructions were observed in the mathematics teachers’ practice. The study shows the teachers resolved to shift their philosophy, and therefore developed strategies to foster its effectiveness. Some benefits of this strategy were outlined by the teachers and the focus group students. It was therefore recommended that, the need to shift classroom instruction in Nigeria from the traditional teacher-centered pedagogy to a student-centred pedagogy is non-negotiable. There is also an urgent need for mathematics teachers to relax the already tensed mathematics classroom climate, to foster positive teacher-students relationship as suggested in the constructivist philosophy.
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1. Introduction

A teacher is a significant factor in any educational system [1]. No matter what amount of resources a nation puts into its education system, without proper preparation and motivation of teachers, there could be no positive impact in the development of education in that country [2] [3]. Therefore, the mandate to train and develop high level personnel in the teaching of mathematics cannot be over emphasized. The importance of teachers at all levels of education in Nigeria is also reflected in the National Policy on Education [4]. It declares that no educational system can rise above the quality of its teachers. This is supported by the view of Eso [5] who posited that competence, ability, resourcefulness, and ingenuity, ability to efficiently utilize the appropriate language, methodology and available instructional strategies are key basic attributes that should be found in a teacher. Abimbade [6] was of the view that teachers are said to be effective when their teaching leads to students’ learning. Nothing has been taught until it has been learnt and this happens when the teacher succeeds in causing a change in understanding and behaviour of their learners.

Feldman [7] was also of the view that productive mathematics teachers are perceived to be knowledgeable in their subject matter, very organized and prepared for their classroom instruction and are enthusiastic in their approach to mathematics teaching in the classroom. Bajah [8] believed that productive mathematics teachers are those that can stimulate students’ interest and have clarity of presentation of mathematical ideas. Bajah [8] went further to suggest that the important characteristics of productive mathematics teachers include course management and interpersonal traits such as helpfulness, openness, and friendliness.

The National Objectives of Mathematics in Nigeria highlight the necessity of mathematics teachers helping their students acquire necessary mathematical skill that will enable them function effectively [9]. This suggests that mathematics teachers have significant role on their students learning and therefore require the understanding of what students need to learn and the strategies to help challenge and support such students to learn them [10] [11] [12]. To achieve this, there is the need to develop mathematics teachers on the essential elements of pedagogical skills and strategies for effective classroom instruction [13] [14] [15]. The national objectives of Mathematics in Nigeria also emphasized this need of mathematics teachers developing an understanding of pedagogical content knowledge, skills and concepts necessary to build in our students’ mathe-
matical skills that will help them contribute meaningfully to their society [9] [13] [16].

The National Policy on Education spelt out the national education goals to include cultivating in students the act of inquiry, problem solving and having a rational mind for national development [9]. This suggests that these National goals for mathematics instruction are aimed at helping students acquire appropriate mental, physical and social skill, abilities and competencies that will equip them to live and contribute meaningfully to the development of their society. In view of these, research studies suggested that, mathematics teachers should teach mathematics through the hand-held approach to assist their student’s problem-solving abilities, surround them with appropriate teaching resources that will help them take responsibility of their learning [17] [18] [19]. These suggest that achieving quality mathematics classroom instruction can only be possible when mathematics teachers adopt the constructivist epistemology in planning their content and in developing their pedagogical approaches to classroom instruction [13] [20] [21]. Since the mathematics curriculum in Nigerian is designed with the constructivist view to classroom instruction, there is the need for mathematics teachers in Nigeria to understand this epistemology and apply it to their mathematics instruction [17] [22].

The Nigerian Traditional Mathematics classroom: Teaching of mathematics in Nigeria is characterized by the traditional formula-based approach with emphasis on computation with little reference to mathematical reasoning and problem solving [14] [23]. According to the Bature and Bature [18] and NERDC [24] this type of teaching is mechanical and teacher-centred, and it is out-dated; since in this approach, mathematics is taught and learned instrumentally by rote and memorization, without meaningful understanding of concepts taught. Students become frustrated in the face of apparently meaningless symbols that are manipulated [14] [17] [24]. They regard mathematics as a static subject with a set of algorithms to be applied mechanically, as it is learnt through exercises or drill and practice [18] [24] [25] [26].

The mathematics classroom environment that is traditional is one in which the teacher is believed to be in possession or in control of the growth and development of understandings and monopolize communication during classroom instruction [17] [19] [27]. Students individually solve exercises in a teacher-dominated environment [17] [19] [28] [29]; which reflect the authoritarian, didactic approach to classroom instruction where the mathematics teacher monopolizes classroom activities [10] [28] [30]. This traditional approach permits the teacher to instruct the students traditionally [13] [30] [31]. This is a stark contrast to the national objectives of mathematics as indicated in the National Policy on Education that mathematics teachers should adopt the enquiry and the constructivist students-centred approaches to classroom instructions [24] [31]. Sad to infer here that these traditional patterns of mathematics teaching had remained largely unchanged and unchallenged [19] [28] [32].
Researchers globally had contributed to the discussions on the traditional, didactic teaching strategies particularly in the developing countries [33] [34] [35]. The findings of these researchers could be applied to the Nigerian mathematics classrooms. For example, Stodolsky, [36] asserted that most mathematics teachers concentrate their attentions on developing the computational teacher given curricula. This reflects the traditional mathematics classroom instruction in Nigeria where the development of computational skills by mathematics teachers occupies almost three-quarters of their time [10] [28] [30] [37]. Similarly, Schoenfield [38] identified mechanical procedures and symbolic manipulation as believed by most mathematics teachers to mean mathematical learning; even in “good” classrooms. Abimbade and Afolabi [39] and Bature and Atweh [14] complained that some mathematics teachers have consistently stuck to these traditional teacher-centred classroom instructions in Nigerian classrooms.

In their study, Igbokwe [25] and Ogunbiyi [26] and supported in the most recent study by Bature & Atweh [10] [14] [30] asserted that the traditional teaching strategy commonly used in Nigeria is due to the lack of adequate instructional materials and teachers’ unskilfulness in the use of effective teaching strategies. For these teachers, mathematics teaching simply implies memorizing, rule-bound algorithmic skills and procedures that are devoid of context or meaning [14] [24] [40]. This type of mathematics classroom teaching illustrates the trivialized, superficial learning that pervades the Nigerian mathematics classrooms [24] [28] [32] [33] [35].

The traditional teaching strategies still being adopted by mathematics teachers in Nigeria are based on the objectivist epistemology which has been questioned by many researchers globally and locally [33] [35] [41]. One of the major challenges in these traditional teaching strategies is that the teacher’s perspective becomes the major determining factor in the resulting classroom environment [4] [15] [31]. For example, what teachers believe about classroom discourse influences the types of discussion that occur within the classrooms, so students have little or no influence in the direction of the discussion [10] [42]. According to Nelson [43], a widely used description of the traditional pattern in which the teacher’s interpretations prevail is the initiation-reply-evaluation sequence. In this pattern, according to Nelson [44]. And supported by Bature and Bundot [17] and Bature and Zuya [19] students respond to ideas and questions that are mostly teacher generated with little or no students-initiated learning. As a result, many students acquire procedural knowledge for step-by-step solutions to mathematical problems without students’ understanding of the conceptual rationale behind the concept learnt [17] [18] [44]. Obviously, this pedagogical pattern is not equipping our students mathematically to live effectively in our contemporary age of science and technology [9] [24].

A shift to the Student-Centred Classroom Instruction: The replacement of classroom teaching that supports drill and memorization of mathematical procedures with classroom teaching that is student-centred and that supports stu-
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students’ engagement with conceptual issues of inquiry, collaboration and problem solving should be encouraged during classroom instruction. Consequently, this also implies that there is the need to shift from the traditional teacher-centred classroom instruction to a student-centred classroom instruction. Suggesting that this pattern of classroom instruction can be altered if mathematics teachers and their students are willing to shift their roles and beliefs [42]. Shifting the expectations of traditional mathematics classroom practice to a more engaged system where everyone is involved makes mathematics classroom instruction real and engaging to all students [10] [14] [30].

Empirical studies by Wilson and Lloyd [42] supported by Bature and Atweh [10] suggests that mathematics teachers who want to shift from the traditional mathematics classroom to student-centred epistemology should learn to adopt strategies that will encourage interactions, collaboration, students’ participation and engagement. This suggest that the concept of shift from the teachers’ control mathematic classroom instruction to a more relaxed classroom environment where learning will be done collaboratively in a more non-authoritative way does not necessarily imply that the mathematics teachers’ authority is completely discounted [10] [31] [34] [42]. Rather, it makes mathematics teachers emphasize student involvement by decreasing their traditional role of givers of knowledge and playing a more relaxed role of guiding students’ knowledge and learning [14] [42].

Theories of teaching and learning based on constructivist principles suggest that students as active learners view mathematical learning as active manipulation of meanings [45]. This means that mathematics teachers desiring to achieve constructivist principles in their classroom instruction should be able to provide learning environments that will help challenge their students’ critical thinking. This constructivist epistemology that guides students’ thinking suggests a shift from the traditional teaching strategies which seek to transmit fixed, well-structured knowledge with a firm external control of content, sequence and pace of learning by the mathematics teacher to a more relaxed, collaborative and participative student-centred learning where students construct their own knowledge, learn more independently and in the process acquire self-reliance [45] [46].

Piaget’s contributions are essentially built on the basic idea that knowledge derives from the adaptation of the individual to the environment, is much richer than knowledge received by mere recitations or procedural presentation of facts by the traditional mathematics teacher [43]. This principle suggests that rich knowledge can be traced to students’ ability to interact with the objects around them. This also suggests that to encourage such interactions among students during classroom instruction mathematics teachers should be able to provide activities through which students can use their experiences to gain purposeful knowledge that can later be applied in other situations that may arise in the future [46]. Suggesting that, mathematics classroom instruction where students’ ideas are solicited and valued as important contributions to developing understanding of concepts and problems should be valued [14] [42]. In these class-
rooms, teachers become collaborating members as the learning environment evolves [17] [19] [47].

The work of Bruner [48], provides another perspective from which to view current mathematics classroom reforms, as we attempt to provide students with meaningful learning environments. Bruner [48] was of the view that “Culturally adapted way of life depends upon shared meanings and shared modes of discourse for negotiating differences in meaning and interpretation” (p. 13). This view of Bruner, [48] centred on the concept of shared ideas, negotiation of meanings, defence and counter defence of mathematics understanding among students during mathematics instruction which form the hub of this study.

This paper seeks to look at the need to shift from the traditional mathematics classroom instruction that dwelled on the teacher centre epistemology to a modern student-centred epistemology where all our students will be the centred of the instruction instead of the teacher. Specifically, the following research objectives will be used to guide the investigation.

- To investigate the evidence of the traditional teacher-centered approach observed in the mathematics teachers’ classroom instruction.
- To investigate the strategies adopted by the mathematics teachers to shift from the traditional teacher-centred learning to student-centred learning.
- To investigate the perception of the mathematics teachers and students on the student-centred learning epistemology.

**Design:** This research adopted the Qualitative approach to investigating the classroom teaching of four mathematics teachers. They were teaching mathematics in two secondary schools working in the community of practice to improve their teaching. This epistemology was first introduced by cognitive anthropologist Jean Lave and an educational theorist Etienne Wenger in 1991 [49]. The concept of community of practice evolve naturally because of the members of the community having the same interest in researching a domain or area of interest with the purpose of gaining new knowledge in that area. This knowledge gained through a process of sharing ideas and thoughts among the members of the group [49]. Community of practice can be viewed as a process of two or more researchers or teachers engaging in a process of conceptual or empirical enquiry into a common case of concern [50]. In this case; adopting the student-centred approach to classroom instruction as against the traditional mathematics classroom teaching approach that had pervaded the Nigerian mathematics classroom was the issue of concern to these four mathematics teachers.

**Participants:** Four mathematics teachers John, James, Jacob and Joy (Pseudonyms), with a considerable years of teaching experience (5 to 7 years) volunteered to work with the researcher in a community of practice for a period of about two years to explore this epistemology in two secondary schools in Northern Nigeria. The four mathematics teachers taught three classes in two secondary schools within the period using a community of practice approach. There was a follow up investigation of two of the four teachers a year later to observe their progress in the used of the new pedagogy. Six students from senior sec-
ondary two voluntarily agreed to participate in series of focus group interviews with the researcher on the classroom instruction of the four mathematics teachers. The six students were Mary, Martha, and Martina (girls) and Victor, Moses, and Simon (Boys) (Pseudonym).

**Instrument and instrumentation:** Classroom instructions, reflective interviews and the focus group interviews with the six students and their classmates were videotaped. While a Research Journal was kept by the researcher to record observations that were probably not captured by the video recordings. The following instruments were used to obtained data for the study.

**Observation:** The researcher adopted the observational strategy to obtained data for the study. There were both in-class observation of teachers and students practice and the out-class observation through reflective interviews and focus groups interviews. The in-class observation was done to measure behaviours of both teachers and students during classroom instruction. The out-class observations were used to measure the mathematics teacher reflection meeting, questions and answer sessions with both teachers and students or during the focus groups interviews with the 6 students. All actions related to the research objectives were captured both in writing and in video recording.

**Reflective Interview:** There was a two-hour reflective interview after every three weeks of teaching. The researcher and the Mathematics teachers met and reviewed the teaching and discussed their weaknesses and strength, develop and discuss strategies to improve their weaknesses before launching into the next three weeks.

**Focus Group Interview:** The six students selected were invited for focus group interviews after every three weeks of teaching. The researcher meets with the Focus group students and discusses their perception of the new classrooms created by the mathematics teachers and the benefits they gain participating in the classroom teaching of the selected teachers.

**Research Journal:** The researcher kept a Research Journals to record all other observations and interactions with either the teachers or the students. Particularly those actions and reactions or behaviours that were not captured by the video.

**Validation of the Instruments.** Several techniques were adopted by the researchers to validate the instruments used in collecting data for this research. The first step of ensuring the validity of the data collected was choosing a well-trained and skilled moderator or facilitator to look at the quality of the data collected. This was done by a senior academic in the faculty of education. The moderator checked personal biases and expectations of the research. While a good moderator is key, another strategy adopted to validate the data is the choice of the sample group. The participants were truly members of the segment from which they are recruited. The research also employed ethical recruiting to collect data from mathematics education specialists who are truly representative of their segment, which the researchers believe will lead to achieving a valid result. The researcher also employed triangulation strategy to validate the data by
adopting multiple perspectives of using several moderators, and different locations with the view of getting the results from different angles. There were also the respondent validation strategies, deep saturation into the research with the view of promoting validity and finally, there was the seeking of an alternative explanation of ideas from the participants.

**Ethical Issues:** Appropriate ethical issues that involve taking permission from the school and the parents of the students used for this study were followed. For example, all the students used in the study voluntarily consented to participate in the focus group interviews and some intermittent interviews. Before then, the researcher has obtained relevant ethical permission from the school to carry out the research. Since the research was conducted with minors, the principals sent consent forms to the parents of the affected students, and they gave their permission in writing to the principal of the schools before the research commences. Relevant consents were also obtained from the mathematics teachers used for the study.

**Data Analysis:** Data analyses in this paper concentrated on the reflective interviews on views and the observations of the mathematics teachers and the researcher on their reflection on the use of Productive Pedagogies as a tool to reform their classroom practice. The narrative approach was adopted to analyse the data collected through reflective practice of the mathematics teachers. This agrees with the views of Clandinin and Connelly [51] who were of the view that narrative could be used in analysing research data that the researcher might have recorded, or a story through a journal, diary or that the researcher might have observed individuals and records fieldnotes during data collection. During narratives the researcher seeks to identify themes, categories, and patterns in order to determine relationship between the themes identified and the response of the subjects to the research questions. After which the research will begin to make to data collected through a process of rigorous and constant comparisons of related themes [52] [53].

While conducting qualitative research, researchers collect large chunked of data, either through observations or as in this case, through reflective interviews. After the data were collected, the research sat down and watched the videos, transcribed all that was recorded into a written document. After this process the researchers read through the transcripts and begin to group the ideas into themes, codes and patterns, with the view of making meaning of the data. Research studies suggest that, there are two approaches to thematic analysis [54]. The researcher could decide to use inductive thematic analysis which allows the data to determine the themes to be used or a deductive analysis where the researcher comes to the data with some preconceived themes [54] [55] [56]. In this paper, the researcher adopted both the inductive and the deductive themes to approach the data analysis. In data analysis themes majorly, key words used to group the data into reasonable patterns or codes. Therefore, the data collected were coded and all the codes were sorted into different themes by grouping the mathematics teachers’ comments, views and perceptions into related patterns.
After which, the researcher began to make meanings of themes through the process called analysis.

2. Results

Demonstrating the Traditional Teacher-Centred Approach to Classroom Instruction:

Research Objective 1: To investigate the evidence of the traditional teacher-centered approach observed in the mathematics teachers’ classroom instruction.

During the preparatory meetings for this research, the researcher and the mathematics teachers discussed extensively on the importance of student-centred learning and how it can help improve students’ engagement and teacher-students relationship during classroom instruction. Some of the mathematics teachers were of the view that such student-centred learning is not possible in the Nigerian classroom setting. They argued that adopting student-centered learning could lead to students taking over their classrooms and make instructions difficult or make classroom environment distractive and ungovernable to them and other students. Data collected in this study suggest that the mathematics teachers in their initial classroom practice demonstrated some characteristics of traditional classroom instruction. Some of which are discussed below;

Mathematics Teachers’ Strict and Domineering Classroom Instruction: The first observable evidence of traditional teacher-centered classroom during the research is the teacher domineering attitude to classroom activities. For example, John argued that mathematics teachers are to explicitly determine what activities students should do and how such activities should be done rather than leaving students working on their own.

When the teacher is in the class, he is supposed to be in control of all the activities in his class. He should be in-charge of directing all the affairs of his class, allowing students to take control of the classroom activities might be counter-productive. (John: Researchers Journal)

In view of this perception of John, the focus group students were of the view that this domineering attitude of teachers make student dislike mathematics, suggesting that students’ problems in mathematics are not restricted to their negative attitude but could be traced to mathematics teachers’ domineering attitude.

Sometimes sir …, the mood in your face alone makes people to be attracted or run away from you …, if your mood is friendly the students will be willing to listen to you. But when your mood is not friendly and you tight your face, I personally will fear you and whatever you are saying, I will not pay attention to you, and I will not enjoy or understand what you are saying as a teacher in the class. (Martha: Focus Group Interview).

Strict and Authoritarian Classroom Control During Instruction: Data collected suggested that the there was evidence of strict and authoritarian class-
room control during their initial classroom instruction. Strict classroom control is widely held among Nigerian mathematics teachers as one of the strategies to manage student’s misbehaviour during classroom instruction. John argued.

There are students who will never learn anything in the class if the teacher did not subject such students to some sort of punishment ..., this student-centred philosophy might not be possible for such students ..., they must be disciplined (punished), if the teacher will get them solved problems ... (John: Researcher’s Journal).

Another teacher supported John by saying

If we hope to have a classroom where student needs are identified and met, discipline (punishment) must be enforced even if the teacher is going to “use the cane”. This is because, there are students in our classes that will never learn if they are not “pushed” (Jacob: Researcher’s Journal).

Yes, there are students in our classes today ..., if the teacher did not apply some pains to them, there will be no gain ..., Shebi ..., the idea is to carry everybody along ..., whether slow learners or the gifted ones ..., carrying them along and making sure they participate in classroom activities, requires some pains. (Jacob: Researcher’s Journal)

This was demonstrated in the classroom practice of the teachers in the earliest part of the research. However, evidence in literature suggest such disciplinary approach to classroom management had not helped students’ engagement in mathematics. It has rather brought a wider gap between teachers and students. From the views of the students, they are finding it hard to learn mathematics today, because of the mathematics teachers’ strict stand on how mathematics should be learnt or taught.

Generally, in most mathematics classrooms, teachers are too strict, this sometimes-scared student away from participating in classroom activities ... (Mary, Focus Group), Yes Mary ... in my own understanding mathematics teachers are not supposed to be strict because students are finding it hard today to learn mathematics. (Martha: Focus Group Interview)

Mary and Martha’s view suggests that, mathematics teachers’ strict stands during classroom instructions makes it difficult for students to learn mathematics and sometimes causes students mathematics phobia and disengagement. Suggesting that, when mathematics teachers are friendly and approachable, students’ attitude and engagement in mathematics increases.

Mathematics Teachers Unfriendly Classroom Climate: Data collected in this study suggest that one of the key evidences of the traditional teacher-centered approach to classroom instruction is the unfriendly attitude of mathematics teachers to students during classroom instruction. For example, in the case where mathematics teachers did not provide classrooms where students engagement is not encouraged

I must confess ..., Yes ..., In my effort to instill discipline in my class, I did not give my students room for discussion or interaction ..., they were denied ..., I did that on purpose ... I insisted they should be quiet in the class and listen
when I am teaching ..., I did not want distraction ..., This has always been my practice ... (Joy: Reflective Interview)

From the view of Joy, it is important for their students to sit quietly in the class and listen to the teachers dish out instructions to their students. However, students frown at this classroom climate because it makes them mere listeners instead of creators of their own learning.

The mathematics teachers were too strict, too over-serious, and they were not friendly, I mean they did not allow the students a breathing space; they sometimes shout the student down at the slightest mistake by the student. (Mary: Focus Group interview). Some of the teachers where too serious and unfriendly for my liking (Martha: Focus Group interview). Some were too fast and have no students interest in mind; (Moses: Focus Group interview)

This suggest that, the classroom climate created by mathematics teachers means a lot to students. If teachers are friendly and accommodating, the students will cooperate with the teachers during classroom instruction. But if otherwise, no matter how good such a teacher is, students pay less attention to the teacher’s classroom teaching. Martha argued,

See sir, sometimes the mood in your face alone makes people to be attracted or run away from you. If your mood is friendly the students will be willing to listen to you. But when your mood is not friendly, and you tie your face, I personally will fear you and whatever you are saying, I will not pay attention to you. I will not enjoy or understand what you are saying as a teacher ..., (Martha: Focus Group Interview)

This view suggests that effective classroom instruction is that classroom where teachers create a democratic classroom climate where students interact with their peers and the teacher to identify their strength and weakness in a community of friendship. In such classrooms, ideas are shared, successes are also shared among members of the community, difficulties and confusions are discussed, research and possible solutions are sought for in a free and fair environment.

Mathematics Teachers Monopoly of Knowledge: Data collected in this research suggest that there was observable evidence of traditional teacher-centered classroom instruction where mathematics teachers monopolize communication in the classroom. For example, the teachers were seen working alone without providing opportunities for their students’ self-generation of knowledge.

One of the teachers teaching us was just working alone, he was just writing on the board. Even when he gives students problems to solve, he will not allow us to try the problem, he will just go to the board and solve the problem, and students were not part of the lesson. When he finished, he will simply ask us to copy (Moses: Focus Group Interview).

From the view of the students, the mathematics teachers were simply talking to themselves, the students’ views were not valued as important.

Yes ..., sir, I observed most of the teachers ..., particularly one of them, he was just talking alone ..., and was too serious ..., this created fear in me and
some of the students in my group. To me it seems the teacher never believe in us ..., He was just talking to the board ..., the teacher did not have students in mind (Martina: Focus Group interview).

In his effort to justify this, John was of the view that sometimes-allowing students take responsibility of their learning or have control of the learning activities in the class might lead to wasting classroom teaching time and hence will make it difficult for the teacher to achieve his/her objective.

*The truth is that for effective teaching in my view, the mathematics teacher must dominate and control the classroom activities. If not sir ..., one will find it difficult finishing what he has prepared for the class.* (John: Reflective interview)

Perhaps this view demonstrated the ignorance’s of these mathematics teachers on the effectiveness of the student-centred learning strategy, because, students will not only learn more through these pedagogies but, they will assimilate the learning materials faster.

**Students’ Passive Involvement in Classroom Instruction:** Data collected from the study suggested that one of the evidences of the traditional teacher-centred classrooms observed was the Students’ passive involvement in classroom instructions. In this type of classrooms, the teacher does the teaching and all the talking, while the students do the listening and only respond when they are asked.

*I must confess ..., Yes ..., In my effort to instil discipline in my class, I did not give my students room for discussion or interaction ..., they were denied ..., I did that on purpose ..., I insisted they should be quiet in the class and listen when I am teaching ..., I did not want distraction ..., This has always been my practice ...* (Joy: Reflective interview)

This does not make mathematics classroom instruction interesting and hence make students dislike mathematics and indeed the mathematics teachers. According to the focus group students, some teachers can go as far as sending students out of the class if they discover such students are trying to share ideas with one another during classroom teaching. Mary said,

*You sometimes find it difficult to understand what the mathematics teacher is saying, and you dare not talk. Or asked your classmates ..., the teachers give us no opportunity to contribute to the classroom instruction ..., they preferred we sit and listened* (Mary: Focus Group Interview).

*That is true Mary, sometimes the teachers will even send you out of their class if you asked questions or trying to contribute to classroom instruction ... All they want from us is to copy examples when they finished ...* (Martha: Focus Group interview)

**Strategies to Create a Shift to a Student-Centered Learning Classroom**

**Research Objective 2:** To investigate the strategies adopted by mathematics teachers to shift from the traditional teacher-centred learning to student-centred learning.

In view of the challenges faced by the mathematics teachers above, it became imperative that the traditional teacher-centred approach had not provide
enough solution to the problems facing mathematics teachers and their students during classroom instruction. This is because there are lots of information in literature that suggests students sometimes demonstrate some un-wanted and un-appreciated behaviours in the class when teachers’ traditional system of instruction is being implemented. For example, students tend to create unnecessary apprehension during classroom teaching to demonstrate their feelings. Therefore, the mathematics teachers resolved to change their approach to teaching from the traditional teacher-centred approach to a student-centred approach.

**Developing Responsive Classroom Environment.** Data collected suggest that, when teachers create a responsive classroom environment for their students, students tend to relax and be less apprehensive during classroom instruction. But if otherwise, students tend to resist such attitude in their own way. Martha asserted that;

*See sir, sometimes the mood in the teacher’s face can makes students to be attracted or run away from the teacher. If the teacher’s mood is friendly the students will be willing to listen him/her. But when the mood is not friendly, and the teacher tie his/ her face, I personally will be scared of the teacher and whatever he/she is saying, I will not pay attention to it. I will not enjoy or understand the lesson. (Martha: Focus Group Interview)*

From the perspectives of the students, some of their teachers were too serious and lacked good classroom relationship. Hence, make the students find it difficult to participate in classroom activities. Therefore, the students suggested that a free and fair classroom climate will provide students opportunity to contribute meaningfully to classroom instruction.

*Students really need a free and fair classroom environment where everybody will have the opportunity to approach the teacher on areas of misunderstanding ..., in an atmosphere of love and friendship. (Mary: Focus Group Interview)*

This type of classroom instruction transforms the unfriendly climate, conflicts of relationship to a classroom full of love and friendship. From the view of the students the mathematics teachers gradually build this among their students. Positive teacher-student relationships were built during the classroom instruction. John affirmed,

*Yes, we started slowly ..., it was not easy initially ..., but from my observation of the classes taught by my colleagues I observed they gradually demonstrated positive feelings and attitude towards their students ..., I don’t know what others observed about me ..., but I also tried. (John: Reflective interview)*

Supporting this view, Martha sees the benefits of such relationship and asserted that it helps students take responsibility of their learning and increases students’ positive attitude to learning.

*Sir, in my view students who have close, positive and supportive relationships with their teachers usually pay closer attention to the teachers than those students with more conflicting relationships ..., and from my observation in the*
classroom teaching of our teachers …, they gradually built such trust or relationship with us …, (Martha: Focus group Interviews).

Similarly, from the views of Martha, it is pertinent to observe that mathematics teachers’ personality during classroom teaching could promote effective student-centred engagement during classroom instruction. Data collected suggested that developing positive personality before students draw students closer to the teacher thereby helped promote the desire in students to learn.

Sir, if mathematics teacher present himself friendly and approachable to students, create positive relationships with students …, create classroom environments that gives students voices to be counted during classroom instruction (Student-centered …), it will foster (help) the social, and academic progress of the students …, students will be happy working with their teachers and their colleagues (Martha: Focus Group Interview).

This assertion suggests that, if students have personal connection with their teachers, experience frequent communication, and receive more guidance and praise than criticism, such students become more trustful, independent and willing to take risks and responsibility.

Developing Student Self-Discipline (Self-Regulation): Data collected in this study suggest that to foster effective student-centred approach, the mathematics teachers introduced students’ self-regulation. This view was suggested by Joy who asserted that instead of carrying cane around as a teacher there is need for teachers to encourage students’ self-regulation.

Sir …, truly …, from the African cultural perspectives, there is nothing wrong with the use of cane, but …, in my own view this should not control the class …, as mathematics teachers, I feel we should inculcate in students’ self-discipline rather than carrying cane about like cow-boys (Joy: Researchers Journal).

From the view of Joy, it is suggested that, teaching students or guiding students to be self-disciplined is better that enforcing discipline in the class. She was of the view that, it is a better strategy to teach students to be self-discipline than carrying a cane.

In my view we are better of teaching our students to be self-discipline instead of using cane …. It all depends on the way teachers approach it. I think I have learnt that this self-regulation is good for our students instead of carrying cane about. (Joy: Researchers Journal)

The mathematics teachers adopted this strategy and it was observed it helped model modelled their student’s behaviour than when they were carrying cane around to scare students away from them.

When the teachers came back after our focus group interview, I observed a gradual change, it’s like the strengthen their teaching (pedagogy), it starts like going to be distractive, but we were so busy (engaged) in our task that we had no time distracting the class … (Micah: Focus group Interview)

… yes Micah (cut in) to my amazement as we progress, those students that will generally cause trouble and make the classroom distractive were so (busy)
engaged that they had no opportunity causing their usual troubles … I like it sha … (Mary, Focus group Interview).

**Developing Problems Solving Strategy to Solve Difficult Mathematics Problems:** Data collected in the study suggest that problem solving strategies among students can encourage students-centred learning. From the assertion of Micah and Mary, the mathematics teachers strengthen their pedagogy and got them engage in problem solving, hence gave them no opportunity to distract the class. From the view of James below problem solving is one of the keys that could encourage student-centred learning in mathematics classrooms.

I came up with an idea of providing my students with a complex problem … provided them with initial information … and asked them to provide me with the solution of the problem …, this got my students engaged …, From my observation this got my students busy …, they Students' reconstructed the problem …, they argued …, asked Questions …, in the quest to find solution to the challenging question …, I allowed my students to battle the question and come up with their solution, I saw the evidence of student-centeredness in their conversation …, my students were seen working together …, asking questions from one another, seeking direction to the problem …, I observed student-centred conversation as against the teacher self-centred approach observed in our earlier classroom instructions. (James: Reflective Interview)

Joy also commented on her effort using problem solving and said,

*In my view after the criticisms from the students ..., I came really prepared, my colleagues also ..., We can really see students' centeredness through effective classroom engagement going on. Student interaction was going on with little teachers' involvement, the students were battling the problems alone ..., This shows improvement from my initial teacher-centred approach. (Joy: Reflective Interview)*

..., we got our students working on their own, we were only moving around to see what they are doing and offer helps where necessary. We created challenging and high intellectual problems for them ..., I observed in Johns' class some of the students using their background knowledge of surd, to solve quadratic equations ..., (Joy: Reflective Interview).

Yes sir ..., Joy is right ..., for example, I observed in my class, from the question given to the student which was critical and challenging ..., they had to use their knowledge of surd and also indices in order to really bring out the solution of the quadratic equation. Without this, the students would have found it difficult to crack the difficult and the highly Intellectual question given to them. Hahn ... I was proud of those students ..., Myself too! (John: Reflective Interview)

This suggests that when teachers get their students involved in problems solving, it fosters student-centred engagement, gives the students the freedom for initiation and construction of knowledge, students tend to use their initiatives to identify possible strategies to solve their problems.
Perception of Teachers and Student on the Benefits of Shifting Towards Student-Centered Pedagogy:

**Research Objective 3:** To investigate the perception of Mathematics teachers and students on the student-centred learning epistemology.

The change in the mathematics teachers approach to classroom instruction brought about a change in classroom environment, atmosphere and relationships generally. This suggests that when mathematics teachers adopt student-centred approach to classroom instructions, the general teacher domineering attitude reduce, and a more relax democratic classrooms where students are at the centre of learning and teacher providing background support and supervision is enforced.

Sir, in my own view ..., this time ... I think, the teachers were relaxed, students' engagement and collaboration increased ... (Mary Focus Group Interview) ...

Yes Mary, good to hear this from you ..., what did you observed? (Researcher: Focus group Discussion)

Sir, ..., (we) students truly need a free and fair classroom environment to strive. we need an environment where everybody will have the opportunity to approach his/her colleagues or the teacher on areas of misunderstanding or difficulties ..., I said this before ..., and I observed this demonstrated by our teachers ..., its good ..., I like it ... (Mary: Focus Group interview)

Sir, I think this is good and Mary is right, when mathematics teachers recognise and respect the views of their students, stopped being harsh, domineering and unfriendly, and created cordial teacher-student relationship, we enjoyed such teaching ... its good (Martina; Focus group Interview).

From the views of the students above such climates provide opportunities for students to contribute profitably to classroom instruction and they become relaxed as against the tense mathematics classroom observed in most Nigerian mathematics classrooms. Martha said;

The new student-centred instruction brought about good and cordial student-teacher relationship, This helped effective relationship among students also, I could see how this helps student's confidence in Mathematics ... I wonder how this change was so natural and dramatic. (Martha: Focus Group interview)

It’s like someone is always there ... very close to you ... to say, O girl? Is there any problem? Do it this way, this way, and this way. The classmates also ... the teachers ... are always there ... willing to assist ... willing to show the way. (Martina: Focus Group interview)

The classroom environment created by the teachers brought about unity and love among us (students). This also brought about excellent cooperation between students and between teachers and students. (Mary: Focus Group Interview)

Similar observations were made by the Mathematics teachers. For example, Joy observed ...,
This time around sir, the teachers created classrooms were students-centred engagement was encouraged …, For example, the students were fully involved in my classroom instruction compared to my strict teacher-centred approach adopted earlier …, it was also observed that my students were relaxed to discuss their problems with their colleagues and with the teacher. (Joy: Reflective interview)

From the data collected it was observed that the introduction of the student-centered pedagogies makes mathematics classroom democratic as against the autocratic traditional teacher-centered pedagogies.

In my view we really tried …, the students cooperated also …, the teachers were so lenient …, particularly John … honestly sir …, (looked at John and then laugh) …, there was truly a shift from his traditional bossy classroom instruction to a more democratic system …, Kai …? Before …, sometimes …, towards the end …, if he brings that face …, it really, really, gets students scared …, (I was watching you John …,) smile …, (Joy: Reflective Interview)

This only suggests that, when mathematics teachers relax their classroom environment and become student-friendly, student-centred classroom instruction becomes visible, this helps students take responsibility of their learning, create their own pedagogies and knowledge, thereby increases their confidence, and participation even among students with learning difficulties. John said,

My classroom used to be like a graveyard …, students dare not talk when I am teaching …, but to my amazement my class naturally became interactive, the students interacted in their groups, finding solution to their problem and even those who fear mathematics you can see them ready to defend their solutions. (John: Reflective Interview)

Similarly, the students also observed the change of teaching approach in Johns’ classroom teaching. For example, the students asserted;

John gave no room for students’ views in his earlier classrooms instruction, when he started …, he was very strict …, we were very scared of him; but as he progress, he became more democratic …, very intelligent in organizing students and in doing what he wanted us to be doing …, (Martina: Focus Group Interview).

That is true Martina, the John of all people asked of students’ opinions in solving problems in the class …, he was not interfering with our problem-solving activities …, this gave us some freedom to relax and discuss our concerned with him … (Martha: Focus Group Interview)

Sincerely, At the beginning I was afraid of him …, but after our first meeting …, it was a different John we saw, we took control of our learning …, we were in charge of our learning …, despite his difficult Questions, Students cooperated …, we collaborated …, and he was so good …, supportive …, kind …, wonderful …, I like him … (everybody laughed …) (Mary: Focus Group Interview)

Cut in … Ahh … Mary!! … Like Him!!? …, Hmmm …, (laughing continues) …, he was a good teacher Sha … (Victor: Focus Group)
These suggests that when teachers relax their classroom atmosphere students work independently, become accountable and motivated to work harder, and take risks on their learning, suggesting another benefit of student-centeredness during classroom instruction;

*In my observations of the classroom instruction of the mathematics teachers, their students were profitably engaged in creating and constructing their knowledge, through active participation with the learning materials provided by the mathematics teachers. The students became contributors of knowledge instead of being passive recipients of knowledge as observed in the traditional mathematics classrooms. This was possible because, the teachers adopted some strategies to foster their instruction, their hard stand on students on sit and listen pedagogy reduced, and they provided the students with opportunities of being responsible for their learning (Researchers Journal).*

**3. Findings and Discussions**

This section is discussed using three themes. First the researcher will look at the traditional teacher centred classrooms that had prevailed in the Nigerian mathematics classrooms. Secondly the researcher will look at the strategies adopted by the mathematics teachers to foster students centred classroom practice. And the third theme will be the benefits of the students centred epistemology in Mathematics classrooms instruction.

*Traditional Teacher-Centred Mathematics Classroom Instructions in Nigeria.* The perception of the Mathematics teachers from the study suggests that they did not adopt the principles of student-centred approach without critically considering their cultural and environmental factors and the Nigerian mathematics classroom context. Therefore, the teachers argued that allowing student-centred pedagogy in the Nigerian classroom context could be counterproductive. The research report in literature, support this view by asserting mathematics teachers in most developing countries are finding it difficult to move away from rote learning towards the constructivist epistemology [24] [39]. Perhaps, one could deduce that these mathematics teachers are so entrenched in their old habits of teacher-centred traditional classroom teaching [28] [30] [32], that they failed to imagine alternatives that could be adopted to achieve quality classroom teaching [5] [6]. Similarly, these mathematics teachers failed to accept the fact that in developing positive and mutually supportive mathematics classroom relationships, breaking down power imbalances between the teacher and his students is necessary [57] [58].

The findings of the study suggest that the mathematics teachers demonstrated different characteristics of traditional teacher-centered pedagogy during their initial teaching practice. First, there was the evidence of the teacher-domineering approach to classroom instruction. Brophy [27], argued that, this type of classrooms instruction is traditional, the teacher is believed to be in possession or in control of the growth and development of understandings, dominate classroom
discussion, and maintain basic structure in that heavily relies on the teacher’s knowledge [10] [14] [30] [37]. Students’ voices in this type of classrooms are not recognised [10] [31]. Second, there was the presence of strict and authoritarian mathematics classroom teaching approach demonstrated by the mathematics teachers. One major concern of this epistemology is the fact that the teacher’s perspective becomes the major determining factor in the resulting classroom environment [4] [17].

The third characteristic suggests the fact that the mathematics teachers demonstrated an unfriendly classroom climate and relationship with their students. Research studies suggest that unfriendly classroom climates create apprehension among students and makes classroom engagement and interaction difficult [18] [41]. Students in this type of classroom remain timid and fearful, student’s confidence was not explored, their abilities are not tested because they rely heavily on the monopolistic expertise of the mathematics teacher. The fourth characteristic observed in the mathematics teachers’ classroom instruction was the demonstration of the monopoly of knowledge by the mathematics teachers. This philosophy tallies with the findings of Good and Brophy [37]. They asserted that in this type of mathematics classrooms, the teacher is believing to be in possession and control of the growth and development of understandings, monopolizes communication during classroom instruction [27], dominates classroom discussion, and maintained structures that heavily rely on the teacher [14] [30] [37].

This philosophy is closely related to the last characteristics of the traditional teacher-centered classroom instruction. The findings of the study suggested that in most traditional teacher-centered classrooms where teachers hold the monopoly of knowledge there is always the evidence of student’s passive involvement in classroom activities. In such classrooms, teachers instruct their students traditionally, controls classroom talk, and monopolize communication [13]. In this approach, mathematics is taught and learned instrumentally by rote and memorization, without meaningful understanding of concepts taught [10] [15] [24] [31].

**Mathematics Teachers Shift Towards Student-Centred Instructional Approach:** The principle of shift to the student-centred approach to classroom instruction in Nigerian is not new to classroom teachers. Series of workshops and professional development programs have been organised to update teachers’ pedagogical knowledge in using modern instructional approaches have been designed and implemented [44] [59] [60]. However, most mathematics teachers and indeed teachers generally, seem not to have attempted demonstrating it in their classroom instruction [61]. Sad to infer here that these patterns of mathematics classroom instruction had remained largely unchanged and unchallenged [28] [32]. Other teachers believe that, since they were not taught using the most engaging pedagogies, there is no need stressing themselves to develop strategies they are not quite familiar with [10] [13] [31].
In view of the challenges faced by the mathematics teachers, it became imperative that shifting from the traditional teacher-centered approach to the student centre epistemology was a bit of a challenge to them. However, they were resolved to make this shift possible and realistic. Wilson and Lloyd [42] suggested that, the first thing teachers and students will do if this shift will be a possibility, is to first show the willingness to shift their roles and believes. The resolve of mathematics teachers and their students is supported by the constructivist epistemology that guides our thinking that, the shift from the traditional teacher-centered strategies which seek to transmit fixed, well-structured knowledge with a firm external control of content, sequence and pace of learning to a more relaxed, collaborative and participative student-centred learning where students construct their own knowledge, learn more independently and in the process acquire self-reliance should be made a priority [46] [62].

Like the resolve of the mathematics teachers to shift roles and believes, they also resolved to work together with the students and decided to shelve some of their domineering and monopolistic authoritarian tendencies to provide relaxed classroom climate where knowledge is shared, negotiated, dialogued and debated [31]. This is related to the contemporary interpretation of the Vygotsky’ epistemology by Lave and Wenger Lave and Wenger [49]. They argue that learning is most effective when it is co-constructed in the context in which it is applied. This epistemology suggests that student-centered learning support collaborative learning activities that are carried out in an authentic environment using pedagogical strategies that model students’ real-life related issues [63]. This gave the students some opportunities to take control of their classroom activities, approach their learning in a more socialist perspective as against the passive students’ participation in classroom instruction that prevailed during the authoritarian traditional teacher-centered epistemology [10] [17] [46] [47].

Intensive literature reviews and discussions during reflective meetings between the researcher and the teachers were intensified. It is true in literature that, there are many teachers’ professional development programs in developing countries. These programs are aimed at helping mathematics teachers shift from the traditional teacher-centered learning of rote learning and transmission models of information to a constructivist model of student-centered epistemology. However, such effort had always being a challenge when it comes to implementation in classrooms [10] [30] [46].

Apart from the intensive readings and reflective meetings the mathematics teachers also adopted some strategies to foster student-centres learning. For example, the mathematics teachers developed a responsive classroom environment. These classrooms relaxed the usual tense mathematics classroom environment that has bedevilled the Nigerian mathematics classrooms. There was also the creation of an effective teacher-student relationship which led to increase students’ engagement and participation in classroom activities [10] [17] [39]. These mathematics teachers adopted problem solving activities to encourage students’ centeredness. This was however used in combination with other
strategies, like groupings of students, creating effective students-student relationship and teacher-students relationship [10] [14] [30]. The results of which provided solution to dispel the fear of the mathematics teachers who were of the view that when classrooms are student-centred the probability of students disrupting classroom instruction is low. It was however, observed from the study that problem solving help engaged students into profitable discussions that provided no opportunities for distractions [10] [14] [15] [30].

**Perceptions of mathematics Teachers and Students on Student-Centered Pedagogy:** The finding of this study revealed that the concept of shift from the teacher-control mathematics classroom instruction to a more relaxed classroom environment made learning more collaborative, more student-centred and more student-controlled in a non-authoritative way [30]. The mathematics teachers reflected that the change in their pedagogies encouraged intensive and extensive conversations, students’ engagement, inclusive participation and students’ direction [15] [30]. Suggesting the importance of an embodiment of a new relationship that should exist between teachers and students and between students grounded in an ongoing dialogue; negotiations, debate and in a collaborative climate which involved participation, integration and interrelatedness between members of the classroom community [14] [31] [64].

The findings of the study also suggested that the students-centred instructions provide opportunities for students to share their experiences and knowledge holistically and celebrate its authenticity through collaboration of ideas with their peers. It ensures the members of the community (students and teachers) were involved in learning communities in which all participants have opportunities to engage in productive discourse [34]. Similarly, it was observed that the mathematics teachers fostered positive relationships with their students, created classroom environments that are more conducive for learning and helped foster social, developmental, emotional and academic needs of their students [17] [19] [62]. The tradition of students’ passive involvement in mathematics classroom instruction was gradually replaced with a more collaborative, supportive, participative and inclusive student-centred classroom environment [65].

The findings of the study reveal several other benefits of students’ centred learning over the traditional classroom instructions. Such benefits include change in the mathematics teachers domineering attitude [30] [32]. There was a replacement of a tense classroom environment to a more relax classrooms, where ideas are shared, relationships are built through democratic principles as against the traditional authoritarian principles observed in Nigerian mathematics classrooms. The mathematics teachers created opportunities for collaboration between students which helped students’ involvement in classroom activities and provided opportunities for more student-directed learning. Hence, the students were not mere passive recipients of knowledge, but rather, were engaged in creating and constructing their knowledge through collaboration of ideas with their peers [10] [18] [62].
4. Conclusions and Recommendation

In conclusion, this paper sought to look at the four mathematics teachers’ effort to shift from the traditional teacher-centered instructions to democratic student-centred classrooms. Three research questions provided direction for the study. The qualitative case study research methodology in a community of practice was adopted in the study. The mathematics teachers taught mathematics in two secondary schools for two years. During this period, 6 Senior Secondary two students willingly volunteered to participate in three focus group discussions on the effectiveness of the mathematics teachers moved from the traditional teacher-centered pedagogy to the student-centred approach. Classroom observations focus groups interviews and reflective interview were used as means of data collection while a narrative approach was adopted to analyze the data collected.

The findings of the study suggest that, the mathematics teachers had initial challenges shifting their traditional believes of the Nigerian mathematics classrooms instruction. The study suggests that certain characteristics of the traditional teacher-centered classrooms were observed. The findings also suggested that the mathematics teachers resolve to shift their philosophy, therefore, developed strategies to foster effective implementation of the epistemology. Some benefits of this strategy were also outlined by the mathematics teachers and the focus group students. They include the relax classroom climate, positive teacher-students’ relationship, student self-constructions and development of knowledge. The researcher therefore makes the following recommendations.

- The introduction of student-centered epistemology into the Nigerian mathematics classroom as against the traditional teacher-controlled mathematics classroom is highly recommended.
- It is recommended that student-centred learning approach that encouraged students’ collaboration be encouraged in the Nigerian mathematics classrooms.
- The usual teacher-domineering attitude to classroom instruction should be replaced with a more students-centred learning where our students will take responsibility to their learning as promoted by the constructivist epistemologist.
- Constant teachers’ development program on teaching strategies, like the innovation employed in this research is highly recommended. This will help our teachers learn new teaching pedagogies and develop new teaching strategies.
- This study suggests that if mathematics teachers adopt the student-centred strategy during their classroom instruction, there will be effective teacher-student and student-student relationship, as against the teacher-focused practice that had dominated the Nigerian mathematics classrooms.
- Finally, it is recommended that further investigation be made using a larger scale with the view of comparing the qualitative and quantitative epistemology to validate the findings of this study.
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